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Introduction

My work with information literacy (IL) started in 2003, when I was hired as a senior academic librarian at the University of Bergen Libraries, Norway. The insights into IL education provided in this paper are thus from the perspective of a practitioner. I have also been a member of the Information Literacy Section at the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) since 2005. I chaired the section from 2009 to 2013. I am currently a member of the IFLA Governing Board. Advocacy for IL as key to access to information is on our strategic agenda. Further, I have collaborated closely with UNESCO on initiatives to build capacity and to promote IL worldwide from a multidisciplinary perspective. [1] More specifically, I have contributed to IFLA’s collaboration with UNESCO intergovernmental Information for All Program (IFAP). [2] I am also a member of the international steering committee of the UNESCO initiated Global Alliance for Partnerships on Media and Information Literacy (GAPMIL). [3]

Constant interests in my career have been building the capacity of library staff as IL educators and enhancing the role of academic libraries as real partners in education and research. My interests are reflected in my publications [4] and in the variety of national and international initiatives to train trainers in IL in which I have participated. Bringing about change in academic libraries to adapt to the information and educational environment has become an increasing concern for me in my current position as library director. [5]

There is no single organization or body that is responsible for IL in Norway, but changes in the higher education landscape have had a clear impact on the development of IL. Back in the early 2000s, when I started working at the University of Bergen, Norwegian academic libraries were building teaching capacity in order to improve their user education. The Norwegian Quality Reform, introduced in 2002 as a result of the European Bologna process in higher education, required a focus on student active learning and frequent assignment writing. [6] Norwegian higher education institutions recognized a need to develop student critical thinking, academic integrity, writing, and information-searching skills. Against this background, the role of the library as an educational partner in student learning gained visibility. Many academic libraries seized this opportunity and made information literacy education a strategic priority. The state of practice before the Quality Reform was that library courses had a strong focus on source- and teacher-centered bibliographic instruction. They were generally not embedded in the curricula. Not all library staff members recognized teaching and counseling students and researchers as a library core activity, and neither did faculty. Therefore changing mind sets inside and outside the library became just as critical for success as professional development and resource allocation.
I was charged to lead the library teaching group at the University of Bergen. The group was tasked to develop IL programs at the University Library. My academic background and teaching experience were seen as valuable to this work. We were asked to identify professional development needs and suggest relevant capacity building, as well as developing IL courses and materials, both face-to-face and online. Close collaboration with faculty and embedded IL education in the curricula were important goals for the library to achieve.

The Norwegian Qualifications Framework, introduced in 2009, has been decisive to embedding IL in the curricula.\[7\] This framework builds upon the European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning.\[8\] It describes learning outcomes (knowledge, skills, and general competencies) expected from all candidates after each completed educational cycle (BA, MA, and PhD). Some of the listed learning outcomes directly relate to IL, which means that IL competencies need to be included in the learning outcomes description of degree programs and courses. In turn, there must be an alignment between expected learning outcomes, learning activities, and assessment, which has made easier the task of embedding IL education in the curriculum. Given these formal requirements, it seems reasonable to think that IL is well integrated in Norwegian higher education.

**Models of Information Literacy**

Although Norwegian library and information science education is changing, there has been little educational and learning theory in the curriculum. This means that library practitioners need professional development right from the outset. In-house training, mentoring, and attendance of seminars, conferences, and university teaching development programs are important initiatives to build the library staff’s educational capacity. The recruitment of academic librarians specializing in educational theory and pedagogy has also been very valuable to building capacity at the library.

Pedagogical practice is the result of specific values, underpinning learning theories and professional experience. An essential goal in building capacity at the academic library has been to establish common educational knowledge and a practice base or platform. This has had a dual purpose. One has obviously been to empower library staff as educators. The other purpose has been to trigger a change of mind sets, from conceptions of teaching as a secondary, ad hoc library task, heavily teacher- and source-centered, to an understanding of teaching as a core library activity that is student- and learning-centered. Constructivism and sociocultural theory lie at the heart of this paradigm shift away from traditional bibliographic instruction. Bibliographic instruction builds upon a behavioristic approach, which looks upon learning as knowledge transmission from teacher to student. From a constructivist perspective, we understand learning as a process of meaning construction. Learning happens by doing and reflecting. The teacher facilitates learning situations where students engage with real problem solving. These learning situations support student knowledge construction. Sociocultural theory has been very influential in Norwegian education over the last thirty years. From this theoretical perspective, learning is understood as a social phenomenon. Learning occurs through engaging with activities in interaction with others in a given context. Teachers and peer students act as mediators and help the student advance in his or her learning process.
From the constructivist perspective, Carol Kuhlthau’s Information Search Process (ISP) has been central to the development of our teaching practice at the library, as well as her insights into librarian intervention in the student’s learning process. Kuhlthau describes information searching as a process consisting of the following stages: task initiation, topic selection, pre-focus exploration, focus formulation, information collection, and search closure. The ISP encompasses specific feelings, thoughts, and actions at each stage. Her insights into the ISP and educational intervention have been extremely helpful in developing an understanding of the variety of librarian roles in teaching and guiding students. Maria-Carme Torras and Tove Pemmer Sætre provide a discussion of counseling models for the academic librarian.

The value of Kuhlthau’s work can be illustrated by giving some attention to the pre-focus exploration stage of the ISP. In Kuhlthau’s view, this is the most challenging stage for students.

Students try to obtain a general overview of the selected topic. They identify key issues in order to narrow down their topic and formulate a preliminary research question. They locate relevant information and may read a lot, trying to relate the information from different sources to their existing knowledge. They may easily feel that they are drowning in a sea of information. Feelings of uncertainty, confusion, and frustration are associated with unclear thoughts about the research question. As thoughts become more focused gradually, they give way to feelings of increased confidence. Even though uncertainty is part and parcel of the research process, it can hinder student progress if it becomes too dominant. The question is then how the librarian can best support the student at this stage. As Gunnar Handal and Per Lauvås point out, supervisors need to be able to change counseling styles in accordance with where the student is in the research process. Drawing upon Handal and Lauvås’s work and Kuhlthau’s intervention categories (e.g., identifier, counselor), Torras and Sætre discuss a multiplicity of counseling roles for librarians.

In the research process, the ISP goes hand in hand with the academic writing process. Kuhlthau points at some of the connections between the two processes. Understanding the relationship between information searching, academic writing, and learning is necessary to design IL education that is appropriately tailored to the student’s situation and needs. Unlike in the United States, Norwegian universities do not have a tradition of embedded academic writing in the curricula. The extent to which students receive academic writing instruction in the course of their studies may vary from institution to institution and from degree to degree. From a socioconstructivist perspective, the work of Norwegian scholar Olga Dysthe and her colleagues has been central to developing our understanding of academic writing and its connections with information searching and use.

For Dysthe writing is key to learning throughout the research process. She singles out writing “for thinking” as a useful method that helps students clarify, formulate, and organize their thoughts. Writing for thinking is not meant as a final product for assignment. It is private, informal, exploratory, and process-oriented. Dysthe and her colleagues further claim that this kind of writing helps internalize knowledge and activate the unconscious. In their view, writing helps students with their information searching, just as searching and reading information help them progress in their writing. Writing is dependent on reading selected literature about a
topic. At the same time, selecting literature is dependent on good information-searching skills. Writing should start as early as possible in the research process. Early writing can help students define their information needs more easily. Further, writing before reading helps students to formulate their own thoughts, without drowning in all the authoritative voices of the field. As one reads, writing helps establish a dialogue with the literature and gain a personal understanding of it. A question worth exploring for librarians is what kind of role they may play in the student’s academic writing process. For instance, Torras and Sætre discuss the potential texts for thinking can have in the interaction between students and librarians to support the student’s creative development of ideas and concepts at the early stages of the research process.[14] The attention to academic writing in library user education is bringing about some very interesting developments in academic support, which I will address in the next section.

**Theory and Practice = Praxis**

The development of IL education at Norwegian academic libraries in the 2000s was characterized by the production of open educational resources. The open IL tutorial Search and Write (Søk og Skriv) provides a good example of IL education that builds upon Kuhlthau’s ISP model.[15] This tutorial was originally developed to improve BA and MA students’ information-searching and referencing skills.

As regards PhD students and young researchers, we gradually realized that Search and Write, as most of our face-to-face IL education, did not address their specific needs in a satisfactory way. We also recognized the need to work in a more evidence-based way, if we were to succeed in providing relevant IL education for this target group. Taking a collaborative approach to this challenge, we embarked on the Nordic project Information Management for Knowledge Creation.[16] Firstly we carried out a study to gain a better understanding of PhD students’ information needs and behavior. The study consisted of a systematic literature review and focus group interviews of supervisors and PhD candidates at different stages of their doctoral work at a selection of Norwegian and Danish universities.[17] The study revealed support needs like publishing strategies to improve research visibility and more effective literature searching, especially in interdisciplinary research. Based on the study findings, we developed the online tutorial PhD on Track, which has the following components: reviewing and discovering research, sharing and publishing it, and evaluating and ranking it.[18]

Both Search and Write and PhD on Track are being continuously developed. The tutorials have not only proved to be a useful resource for students, but they have also been a good tool for professional development, as well as providing faculty and librarians with relevant teaching materials.

For some time now, academic libraries in Norway, as in other Nordic countries, have recognized the need to bring their IL education closer to academic writing instruction. The literature in both academic writing and IL points at similar student challenges and areas where support is needed. Examples of challenges are selecting what to read from a large amount of available sources, narrowing down a research question from a general topic, structuring a text, drawing conclusions, and referencing and documenting sources to support one’s arguments. Despite the overlaps between academic writing instruction and IL education, they have lived
quite separate lives in Norwegian higher education. Fortunately, there is now a growing interest in joining in efforts and expertise. Academic libraries and faculty members specializing in academic writing have been exploring new opportunities to develop a more holistic approach to student academic support at our universities. Collaboration has been fruitful in the further development of the online tutorial Search and Write. Usage statistics, as well as student and expert evaluations, have revealed a need to incorporate academic writing components in the tutorial. Modules on academic reading and writing have now been produced in collaboration with academic writing specialists at the University of Bergen.

Academic writing theory and practice are also having an impact on face-to-face library user education. An exciting development in the collaboration between information literacy and academic writing specialists is the emergence of academic writing centers in Norwegian higher education. Over the last six years approximately, ten academic writing centers have been created at higher education institutions all over the country, many of them inspired by US academic writing centers.

There are variations in the way these centers are organized and resourced, as well as in the range of services they offer, but they all try to foster collaboration between faculty staff, academic writing specialists, and librarians. The writing center at the University of Bergen is an interesting case in the way it aims to integrate and embed its services. The center was established as a joint pilot project (2014–2016) between the University Library and the Arts and Humanities Faculty. The center is located at the Humanities Library and staffed by academic librarians, faculty academic writing specialists, and student tutors. The main center activities are individual counseling, composition workshops and other courses—some of them curriculum embedded—tutor training, as well as research and development work. The center moves away from IL education and academic writing instruction as disconnected support activities. Through close collaboration, the center staff aim to design a model of academic support that brings in appropriate expertise and activities at different stages of the student research process. Academic writing expertise in composition, argumentation, and text structure blends with library expertise in efficient information searching and referencing styles, for example. The result is better tailored and more frequent intervention in the student’s research process. Student learning benefits from the academic writing teacher, the librarian, and peer students’ interaction and feedback along the way.

At the center, obvious questions arise concerning responsibilities, expertise, and task sharing. “Trespassing” traditionally established boundaries of authority is a particularly challenging issue. The role and legitimacy of the academic writing center when compared to those of faculty lecturers and supervisors are not matters of easy definition or consensus. Both academic writing and IL specialists recognize the need to increase their knowledge of each other’s area of expertise. The writing center makes a good arena for mutual capacity building and for training others, such as newly recruited staff and student tutors.

An evaluation of the center is being carried out at the time of writing. The evaluation will be important to deciding on the future of the center. There is an expressed interest in extending the writing center services to the rest of the faculties. Initially the writing center was
established for Arts and Humanities students, but in practice it serves students from other faculties as well. My concern, which I share with the rest of the university management and my center colleagues, is how to work out a sustainable model for the writing center, especially at a time of growing economic austerity.

**Future Visioning and Reflection**

It is difficult to make predictions about the future of IL in Norwegian higher education. Looking back, I see that IL education has really been embraced as a core library task. For the last fifteen years, libraries have developed their teaching capacity, designed courses and materials, and worked hard for IL embedding in the curriculum. Nevertheless, successful stories of embedded IL education and close faculty-library collaboration do not guarantee that our IL practice actually contributes to student deep learning. There are some warnings in the IL literature that concern me. Louise Limberg and Olof Sundin, amongst others, observe that student learning may be limited by narrow conceptions of IL. Narrow conceptions lead to teaching practice that focuses on procedure and tools rather than on knowledge content, and on defining information needs and search terms, rather than on developing the research question. Wendy Holliday and Jim Rogers find that classroom discourse may also strengthen the focus on finding sources rather than on learning about a topic. Narrow conceptions of IL do not support deep learning. Rather, they promote a student understanding of research as fact finding and as locating an adequate number of right sources. In my view, narrow conceptions of IL can be reinforced when IL education is delivered with a disconnect between librarian and lecturer learning activities, despite formal embedding in the curriculum.

Assessing IL learning outcomes has not been a priority in Norwegian higher education. As a consequence, it is difficult for academic libraries to evaluate the impact of their teaching on student learning and to demonstrate its value. It is my impression that assessing learning has felt like a daunting task for libraries, partly because they generally lack expertise in assessment of learning. On the other hand, there is still some disconnect between library and faculty, which makes it difficult to understand assessment as a joint responsibility. If Norwegian higher education is to move forward with IL education, assessment is a task that can no longer be postponed.

On a more positive note, I think that the academic writing center, with its convergence of IL and academic writing support, grants us a unique opportunity to redesign library education. As I mentioned above, academic writing is generally not embedded in the curriculum, but information literacy is. This gives us a good platform for rethinking and trying out new ways of delivering not only IL education, but also academic support on the whole. If lecturers, academic writing specialists, and librarians join in efforts, we can design better learning activities that promote critical thinking, analysis, scrutiny, and a deeper understanding of a topic. The aim is to design academic support for deep learning. Turning this aim into reality will require a thorough discussion of roles, responsibilities, and task sharing. In addition, at a strategic level, we need to make sure that IL and academic writing are on the university agenda. In the case of the University of Bergen, the action plan for the new strategy (2016–2022) includes developing library and writing center services as a specific action to create an attractive university learning
environment. At an organizational level, roles and responsibilities need to be clearly assigned. The Teaching and Learning Board at the University of Bergen is having discussions about whether the academic writing center should be a centralized unit serving the whole campus or whether services should be faculty-based. In the current climate of budget cuts, resource allocation is a challenging issue that hinders progress in our conversations. Professional development is necessary as well, but this is a more easily attainable goal, when one thinks about all the expertise that the different stakeholders at the university have and can share with each other.

Finally, I would like to single out online IL education on campus and in blended and distance education as one task that will be intensified in the near future. Online education is transforming learning. Libraries need to increase their knowledge of digital education so that they can understand their role in the digital environment. The library at the University of Tromsø has just released iKOMP, the first Norwegian student MOOC in information literacy.[22] More attention needs to be devoted to digital IL education. At a Scandinavian level, the University Libraries of Aarhus, Bergen, and Lund have initiated a NORDPLUS-funded joint project to strengthen the role of the digital academic library as a scholarly resource and as an educational partner in Nordic higher education.[23] The main deliverables of this project are building capacity, establishing a Nordic IL community of practice, and developing open educational resources to enhance the quality of learning in the digital environment.

Notes
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Search and Write was developed jointly by the academic libraries at the University of Bergen, Oslo; Bergen University College; and the Norwegian School of Economics. The tutorial is available at http://www.sokogskriv.no/en.
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